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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.

Why does the python code for Cisco NX-API print error message?
A. The JSON is not a supported format for the NX-API.
B. NX-API does not allow configuration for features via the
requests module.
C. The "type" is wrong is the body of the request and should be
"cli_ conf".
D. The "type" is wrong in the header of the request and should
be "cli_ conf".
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
How many nodes are supported running san protocols in Clustered
Data ONTAP 8.2?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
http://www.slideshare.net/NetApp/technical-report-net-app-clust
ered-data-ontap-82-anintroduction (Side 6, see topic 2.1,
second para)

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company wants to reduce the physical compute footprint that
developers use to run code.
Which service would meet that need by enabling serverless
architectures?
A. AWS CodeCommit
B. AWS Lambda
C. Amazon DynamoDB
D. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2)
Answer: B
Explanation:
AWS Lambda is an integral part of coding on AWS. It reduces
physical compute footprint by utilizing aws cloud services to
run code.
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